For Immediate Release

Catalyst Announces Partnership with Leading Japanese and Asia Pacific eDiscovery and Forensic Company

Ji2 Joins Catalyst’s Alliance Partner Program

Denver, Colorado, October 28, 2009—Catalyst Repository Systems announced that Ji2 has become a Catalyst Alliance Partner. Founded in 2001 and with offices in Tokyo and the U.S., Ji2 has grown to become one of the leading eDiscovery and forensics companies in Japan. Ji2 works extensively with both Japanese and US corporations and law firms.

The partnership provides Catalyst with access to Ji2’s team of forensic and collection experts. In turn, Ji2’s clients will now have easy and integrated access to Catalyst’s multi-language processing and document review platform.

“We couldn't be more excited to partner with Ji2,” said John Tredennick, Catalyst's founder and CEO. “We have been working with leading Japanese corporations for years and have watched Ji2 develop quickly into the best forensics company in Japan. Having them as a partner is a great honor for us and it means that we will be able to provide more and better services to our clients.”

“Having tested different repository-type review platforms, we believe that Catalyst’s capabilities are the best in class for handling Japanese data, such as managing complex compression file names and searching both multi-byte and single-byte data,” said Ted Fujisawa, President, Ji2. “Catalyst and Ji2 will deliver in-depth multi-language support and review project management solutions for US and Japanese corporations seeking to address global litigation challenges.”

About Ji2

Founded in 2001, Ji2 offers a wide range of computer forensics solutions including consulting services, evidence collection, software, and hard drive imaging hardware. In the fast growing field of litigation support, Ji2 brings extensive expertise and experience in forensics to offer the best in e-Discovery support services and process consultation.

Ji2 is a one-stop-solution provider for e-Discovery, streamlining the litigation lifecycle steps offering products and services that are the best suited and tailored
for each client. Ji2 addresses the client’s current needs and assists the client to build infrastructure and processes for proactive litigation preparation and eventually for in-house e-Discovery. As global litigation continues to grow, prudent companies are implementing systems to better prepare for future litigations.

Ji2 has the resources and the capability to work both sides of the world smoothly, without delays or disruptions. Offices in Southern California and Tokyo, allow Ji2 to provide clients with prompt and accurate on-site support. Both sites are staffed with bilingual experts who help facilitate smooth communication between U.S. law firms and vendors and Japanese enterprises, thereby reducing language-based project delays and ensuring that nothing is lost in translation.

In addition and perhaps, the greatest strength of Ji2 is its in-depth support for multi-byte language documents during data collection, processing, and review. Such expertise in the technical and linguistic complexities of the Japanese language and can help develop effective keywords with careful attention to details that ensure that no relevant data is missed or non-relevant data is over-included.

For more information about Ji2, please visit www.ji2.com.

About Catalyst

Catalyst provides secure, scalable document repositories for electronic discovery and other complex legal matters. For over a decade, corporations and their counsel have relied on Catalyst to control litigation costs and make review teams more effective. Our systems and supporting services cover the heart of the litigation lifecycle—from processing and analytics, to search, review, production and trial.

Catalyst delivers its software directly and through a global partner network that offers consulting, collection, project management and forensic services. The company manages hundreds of servers in two data centers and has hosted for many of the largest organizations in the world, including five of the world’s 10 largest companies, four of the nation’s 10 largest insurers and 80 of the nation’s 100 largest law firms.
For more information about Catalyst, please visit http://www.catalystsecure.com.
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